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Quantum information technology (QIT) overview 

Quantum communication use quantum 
superposition or entanglement to transmit key 
or information, provides information theory 
security guarantee based on the principle of 
quantum mechanics.

Quantum computing use 
quantum bits to realize 
information coding , storage 
and processing through the 
controlled evolution of 
quantum states, which can 
provides superior computing 
and information processing 
capability.

Quantum sensing manipulate and detect the 
particle quantum state to measure various 
physical quantities such as gravity, magnetic 
field and time, which has advantages in accuracy, 
sensitivity and stability.



Prospects of future QIT application and influence



Brief of quantum communication development

Ø Quantum teleportation can realize direct transmission of quantum information, is still in the stage of 
experimental research. Quantum key distribution can share keys between the two parties and use the keys 
to encrypt information, has entered the preliminary practical stage.



QKD-based secure communication 

Ø Quantum key distribution (QKD) , typically Decoyed-BB84, can provide theoretically unconditional security 
of key sharing based on the laws of quantum physics only.

Ø QKD based symmetric cryptography, which can be referred as quantum secure communication (QSC), is 
one of the promising information security solutions in the post-quantum era.
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QKD-based QSC demo and trial network in China

First phase of “national 
wide-area quantum secure 
communication backbone 
network “project



QSC industry status in China



The role of CAICT in QSC industry
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Test and evaluation framework of QSC system

Ø Test and evaluation is indispensable step for 
QKD-based QSC technology to get industrial 
application and large scale deployment.

Ø Test evaluation framework of QKD/QSC 
system function and performance has been 
established. Requirements of QSC system and 
network verification have been considered.



Quantum key distribution system evaluation 

QKD transmitter test

QKD receiver test

Ø SPD in QKD receiver is directly related to system key rate 
and transmission performance. The detecting probability 
(η), after-pulse probability, dark count, dead time, and 
detection response of SPD can be measured by a 
comprehensive test environment.

Ø G.652D SSMF and VOA are used to test QKD system key 
rate under different channel loss.  BB84 protocol 
consistency can be checked by distillation channel packet 
capture analysis.



Quantum secure communication system evaluation

Ø Quantum encryption equipment can be VPN, IP router, OTN, 
or other kind of data transmission equipment which support 
symmetric encryption and quantum key source input. Several 
encryption algorithms and check algorithms can be supported, 
and encrypted channel capacity is various.

Ø Traditional IKE key backup for the absence of quantum key is 
also supported. Temperature and humidity variation test are 
performed to verify system reliability.



Typical technical challenges for future QSC application

Ø Security proof of practical QKD system and protecting solutions against various component loopholes, 
system side-channels, and attack schemes are under study. The practical QKD and QSC system 
security test evaluation and standardization are still open questions.

Ø Because of the point-to-point nature of QKD, the interoperability of QSC network can be considered in 
the QKM layer. Consistent understanding of key relay strategy, networking interface and management 
solutions are the prerequisite for further standardization.

Ø QSC system still has some room for improvement in terms of equipment performance, engineering 
level, standardization degree, stability and reliability, operation and maintenance support capability. It 
is necessary to further make improvement and test verification.



Conclusion

Ø  Quantum information technology (QIT) is becoming a hot topic in ICT, QKD-based QSC 

is one of the promising information security solutions in the post-quantum era.

ØQSC networks have been constructed in several cities, wide-area network project is under 

construction, industrial chain will get further development.

ØFunction and performance test evaluation framework of QSC system and network have 

been established, and some critical parameters of QKD and QSC systems are evaluated 

by  CAICT as a third-party . 

ØThere are still some technical challenges and problems for QSC application need to be 

solved, including practical security, interoperability, and more robust engineering.
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